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Abstract 

Technology has modified both archival description and the archival materials it describes. 

Metadata is now a key component of archival description, making finding aids and the 

archival material described more accessible and findable. Archival material is rapidly 

becoming composed of electronic records, some born digital, others digitized for 

preservation and access reasons. However, a standard digital preservation method does 

not yet exist, leaving archivists to choose between techniques including refreshing, 

migration, and emulation. Thus, technology has had a great effect upon archival theory, 

changing archivy‟s current paradigm as now digital archival materials must be preserved 

as well as the metadata (archival description) describing the archival digital object. While 

traditional archival theoretical tenets such as original order and provenance must still be 

met, new concerns emerge revolving around ensuring the authenticity and reliability of 

digitally preserved materials and their metadata, resulting in new potential theoretical 

models such as digital curation and digital historiography. Digital preservation concerns 

such as a standard digital preservation technique and retaining the original archival 

material must be addressed. Metadata issues including metadata schema, descriptive and 

amount standards, semantic concerns, and maintaining metadata as a separate digital 

object must be resolved. These challenges as well as potential solutions are presented. 

Keywords: archival description, born digital, digital curation, digital 

historiography, digital preservation, emulation, metadata, metadata standards, migration, 

original order, provenance, refreshing  
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Prom (2003) defines archival description as “the process by which archivists establish 

intellectual control over archives and manuscripts” (p. 200). It is a primary function of the 

archivist, enabling user access to archival materials, and finding its basis in two key tenets of 

archival theory, provenance and original order (Boles, 1982). Technology has changed both 

archival description as well as the archival materials it describes. Indeed, archival description 

now encompasses digital components like metadata (although there is debate over whether 

metadata is technically archival description (Gilliland, Rouche, Lindberg, and Evans, 2005)), and 

electronic finding aids. Concurrently, archival materials themselves are often born digital, 

meaning their life cycle begins as an electronic record. Technology affects traditional and analog 

archival material formats as well, with such items often digitized as a means to enhance user 

access and enable preservation. The ongoing preservation of born digital and digitized archival 

material is problematic, as a standardized preservation model has not yet been agreed upon. 

Instead, archivists must choose among several methods of digital preservation including 

migration, refreshing, and emulation, each with its advantages and detriments. Ongoing digital 

preservation establishes an intersection between the application of technology to archival 

description and archival materials, providing a distinct challenge within archivy‟s current 

paradigm. That is, how does one preserve both the electronically archived material, as well as its 

associated archival description, or metadata? Not only must the archival material be preserved 

(as is the case with traditional archival materials), but the archivist must now maintain an 

additional electronic record (the metadata), and ensure that it is appropriately linked to the 

archival material. An additional concern is the wide range of challenges associated with the 

metadata of digital records including standards, semantics, and migration. Solving these 

problems to ensure that the record itself as well as its metadata are appropriately electronically 
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preserved is of utmost concern, both in terms of providing the archival and historical evidence 

inherently necessary to archival material per archival theory, as well as guaranteeing access for 

archival users. 

The concepts of provenance and original order are crucial to archival theory and reflected 

in archival practice through archival description. Aside from the practicalities of original order, 

that it is typically usable and often the most efficient method of arrangement for the archivist, 

Boles (1982), provides two additional crucial theoretical purposes: historical and evidential (p. 

29). Original order provides historic information surrounding the archival material, but 

independent from it, giving additional perspective about the material‟s creator. This also expands 

the notion of provenance, providing evidential value and enhancing trust that the materials are 

what they purport to be, adding archival value as well (p. 29).  

While not specifically intended for digitized and born digital archival materials, these 

rationales for maintaining original order and provenance as described by Boles apply regardless 

of format, even if that format is digital. Digital materials provide additional preservation 

challenges for the archivist when attempting to follow the tenets of original order and 

provenance. These include that digital objects do not necessarily have an original order, are more 

easily modifiable than traditional formats such as paper, and do not have a corresponding 

physical object in the same manner as traditional formats (that is a digital object‟s physical 

carrier gives no visual clue as to the content, unlike traditional formats such as paper or film). 

Additional digital vulnerabilities as identified by Gulley (2011) include the migration issues 

related to software, hardware, media, and possible metadata inconsistencies and loss (p. 36).   

To better understand how technology impacts the present archival paradigm, Duranti 

(2001) proposes that archival science may be viewed as a system, with the three system 
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components, “parts, structure and processes, and descri[ption of] their relationships” defined as 

“theory, methodology, practice and scholarship” respectively (p. 41). Duranti continues on, 

positing that by viewing archival science as a system, one can more easily understand the 

paradigm shift in archives which in 1987, Hugh Taylor credited “to technological change and the 

creation of records in electronic form” (p. 41). This paradigm shift caused by the onslaught of 

electronic records (both digitized and born digital) generated new needs in the realm of archival 

preservation. Traditional formats rely primarily on physical preservation of the archival object 

and in some cases the equipment needed to view the archival object (e.g., a film projector). 

Where as electronic, or digital formats require not only physical preservation, but must react to 

the continuous evolution of the equipment required to read or view the archival object, that is the 

hardware and software, whose changes impact the accessibility and readability of the digital 

object, eventually rendering it obsolete. 

This need of ongoing preservation of digital archival materials exacerbates the challenges 

associated with archival preservation. Evens and Hauttekeete (2011) define digital preservation 

“as a set of management processes and activities that ensures permanent access to digital 

information, including scientific and cultural heritages” (p. 158). Unlike traditional and analog 

formats of archival materials, the preservation of digital materials is not yet standardized. Given 

the constant and quick evolution of technology, both hardware and software, it is a challenge to 

ensure that digital materials are readable and useable mere years into the future. Despite the lack 

of a single, preferred standardized process for preserving digital materials, there are several oft-

utilized methods including migration, refreshing, and emulation, each with its own advantages 

and setbacks, and effect on the digital archival material. 
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Emulation, a digital preservation method “staunt[ly] advocate[d]” (Granger, 2000, para 2) 

by Rothenberg, “can leave the [digital] object unchanged” (Pozo, Long, and Pearson, 2010, p. 

297). However, it is a long way from becoming the standard in digital preservation. As Granger 

(2000) states “aside from questions about the technical feasibility of the approach, there are 

equally large doubts about its practical cost-effectiveness” (Discussion of Rothenberg para. 1). 

Therefore, emulation puts the bulk of the digital preservation responsibility on the mechanism 

utilized to access the archival digital material, rather than the digital object itself. 

Duranti (2001) addresses the difference between refreshing and migration, explaining 

that both of these digital preservation methods copy the original digital object in some way. 

Refreshing “generates a complete reproduction of both file content and the formal elements of 

the records, therefore, the resulting records may be considered faithful copies of the original 

ones” (p. 47). Thus, refreshing merely copies the original file and does not address the 

technological evolution that will eventually render it obsolete. But, migration “generates a 

reproduction of the content of the record, with changes in configuration and format, often having 

a ripple effect on other elements of the record. Thus, migration always involves some measure of 

loss” (p. 47). Therefore, migration is currently the digital preservation technique most feasible as 

it is technically doable at present, and addresses the inevitable technological changes, ensuring 

that the archival digital material will be accessible through current technological means. 

Given that “migration has been the only serious candidate thus far for preservation of 

large scale archive” (Granger, 2000, Rothenberg‟s Views para.8) and results in modification to 

the archival material, digital preservation generates concerns such as the integrity and 

authenticity of the archival material. This is true even of materials that were initially created in 

another format, whether it be traditional paper or analog such as film, and then digitized as a 
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method of preservation and prolonging user access. Otto (2010), notes that this is becoming more 

common as, “increasingly the focus for preservation is on digital surrogates, as digital formats 

become more faithful to the original, more stable, and less expensive, and as more and more 

resources are born digital” (p. 404). However, this exacerbates authenticity concerns further, as 

the archival item being preserved is not the original. Indeed, Otto states that for “moving images, 

particularly film, the digital file is not a true equivalent of the analog source […] the encoding of 

a moving image that can play back on a computer still results in noticeable information loss” (p. 

405). Although Otto refers specifically to moving images formats, this is the case for any 

traditional or analog format: the digital reproduction is not a true equivalent of the original item, 

and something (ranging from the user‟s experience to severe data loss) is always lost in the 

translation, even if the result is object and access longevity. As stated by Pozo, et al. (2010), 

“there is always a degree to which one aspect of the information conveyed by the original 

artefact [sic] [...] must be replaced or changed, in order to facilitate the survival of another of its 

aspects” (p. 291).   

However, if the archival material is born digital, Pozo et al. (2010) note that “we tend to 

have a much more abstract concept of what constitutes the “original form” of a digital object, 

thereby allowing us to more effectively duplicate this kind of information than we do a book or 

clay tablet” (p. 292). Thus, “we are open to the idea that a digital object can be “moved” from 

one carrier to another without changing or losing any aspect of its original form, even if this is 

technically not the case” (p. 292). 

These concerns regarding data loss through format changes, become relevant due to the 

overarching concern about digital media, what Cox and Onuf (2003) refer to as “digital anxiety” 

caused by “a fear of obsolescence” (p. 36). Digital preservation methods seek to overcome 
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obsolescence, but not without creating limitations, as noted by Marcum (1996) who cites the 

Draft Report of the Task Force on Archiving of Digital Information, that “copying from medium 

to medium, however, also suffers limitations as a means of digital preservation” (p. 452). 

Indeed, it is important that archival description address technological obsolescence and 

the resulting changes to the digital object necessitated by its modification to remain accessible 

(i.e., the “mechanism to derive meaning from that object” ) and preserved as these issues affect 

the reliability and authenticity of archival materials. Duranti cites the definitions of authenticity 

and reliability as defined by the research project, “The Preservation of the Integrity of Electronic 

Records.” To be authentic, a record must be “what it purports to be and has not been tampered 

with or otherwise corrupted since its creation (i.e., the trustworthiness of the record as a record)” 

(p. 44). Reliability refers to “the ability of a record to stand for the facts it is about (i.e., the 

trustworthiness of the record as to content)” (p. 44). One can see where retaining a digital 

record‟s integrity with regard to authenticity and reliability is a challenge in the face of 

preservation given that the digital record must often be manipulated (e.g., migrated) to ensure 

access and readability of the material.  Indeed, to maintain authenticity, Duranti concedes that 

unlike traditional materials, “electronic records are kept authentic by continuous refreshing and 

periodic migration” (p. 46). Maintaining authenticity and reliability of digital archival material is 

often accomplished through technological means, specifically metadata. 

Metadata is “structured information that describes, explains, locates, or otherwise makes 

it easier to retrieve, use, or manage an information resource” (NISO Press, 2004, p.1). One can 

view metadata as a technological tool used by the archivist to enable archival description within 

an electronic context. It enhances traditional formats of archival description, specifically the 

finding aid, providing better accessibility to users. Indeed, Colatti, Crowe, and Meagher (2009), 
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cite Schaffner‟s report, stating, “librarians and archivists need to manage archival collections by 

provenance, but also must describe what is in the collections for their users” (p. 262).  Metadata 

provides a mechanism to do so, enhancing access and findability as well as searchability of 

archival material and their finding aids for users.  

However, to be effective as a method of preservation, metadata must affirm and establish 

the reliability and authenticity mentioned above, as necessitated by archival theory for digital 

archival materials. It encapsulates information about the archival material, providing data related 

to original order, provenance, and additional data about the archival material, using three primary 

types of metadata: administrative, structural, and descriptive, as well as a newer metadata type, 

preservation. NISO Press (2004) defines the three main types of metadata as descriptive 

metadata “describes a resource for purposes such as discovery and identification,” “structural 

metadata indicates how compound objects are put together,” and “administrative metadata 

provides information to help manage a resource” (p. 1). Groenewald and Breytenbach (2011) 

state that “descriptive metadata as an application method for digital document access has 

established itself over the last few years” (p. 237). “Preservation metadata methods however, 

have not yet received the same intensity of application to electronic documents, although these 

metadata sets are crucial for the preservation of the document format and to retain the significant 

properties (look and feel)” (p. 237). Indeed, preservation metadata provides necessary data and 

archival information for preservation software applications, ongoing preservation and migration 

including reference (data identifiers), provenance (history of the data and its ownership), context 

(“relationship of the content to its environment”), and fixity (documents data authenticity) 

information as defined by the Paradigm Project, 2005-2007a (p. 241). Metadata within these five 
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categories helps to ensure that the digital object is indeed authentic and reliable, in a word, 

trustworthy. 

Although metadata has a variety of advantages with regard to digital preservation and 

access, it also presents significant issues when relying on it as the main method of archival 

description, or as the means to providing access to the archival description (e.g., a finding aid). 

First, there is disagreement within the archival community as to whether or not metadata actually 

counts as archival description. Gilliland et al. (2005) explain that one position sees metadata as a 

concept that over time has come to mean “any kind of descriptive or resource discovery 

information, whether manually or automatically created” (p. 66), thus considering metadata as 

archival description. The opposing stance views archival description as a manual process 

occurring after an archive obtains the record, and metadata as a process that is ongoing through 

the electronic record‟s active lifecycle (p. 66). Regardless of these seemingly different 

viewpoints, the authors posit that in reality, particularly in the near future, the two stances are not 

polar opposites, and instead actually quite similar. This is because the authors believe that 

regardless of whether metadata or archival description is utilized, at least some portion of it will 

be automated, and that a “metadata infrastructure” (p. 66) is crucial to ensure and prove the 

ongoing authority and reliability, that is, “trustworthiness” (p. 66) of the digital record. Thus, 

metadata creation is here to stay, and a genuine form of archival description, particularly with 

regard to digital archival materials. 

Secondly, one of the assets of metadata is its ability to be standardized. Prom (2003) 

states that the standards enabled by metadata “provide three things, respectively. The first is a 

data structure standard for cataloging archives, the second a content standard for constructing 

such catalog records, and the third a data structure for encoding finding aids, including 
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subordinate components” (p. 201). But Prom also notes that archival materials are often 

disparately described, making it difficult for union catalogs to provide access to the content via 

its metadata because of the inconsistency in metadata description (whether it be the actual 

metadata schema or the application of description). However, there are numerous metadata 

standards, and while there are several primary standards utilized in archives, even within these 

standards there are differences between archives, as well as collections within an individual 

archive. Sometimes these differences, particularly when an institution devises its own metadata 

elements, can actually prohibit access and “hinder metadata interoperability across digital 

repositories and collections if mechanisms for finding information about such locally defined 

extensions and variants are absent” (Park and Tosaka, 2010, p. 113). This decreases the 

findability and accessibility of finding aids and the digital archival materials they describe.  

Similar to determining standards is the challenge of determining how much metadata is 

enough versus how much metadata is too much. This particularly harkens true for the technical 

metadata of multimedia objects because “no one is entirely sure what metadata is critical […] 

technical metadata is still in its infancy, and we lack the user studies that would inform a core 

technical metadata standard” (Otto, 2010, p. 404). 

An additional concern occurs when metadata itself is migrated to a new standard or 

format, causing problems such as data loss and integrity disparities. Although this is true of all 

four metadata types, Otto (2010) hones in on technical metadata stating, “ideally, technical 

metadata should be useful in multiple contexts, and transferable from one environment to 

another” (2010, p. 406). Since metadata is itself a digital object, and typically a separate entity 

from the archival material it describes, the archivist must be as concerned about the integrity and 

preservation of the metadata as the actual archival material. Indeed, Gilliland et al. (2005) put 
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forth that “reliability and authenticity are concerns for recordkeeping metadata as well as for the 

records and recordkeeping processes to which they relate” (p. 45). Also, as a separate entity, the 

mechanism or software program for a user to view the metadata (whether it be raw metadata or 

formatted into a more readable context) must remain viable. This is a corollary problem of digital 

archival material where the software and hardware must be viable and useable to allow the user 

to access the archival item. 

A final challenge associated with metadata is ensuring it adequately preserves the 

semantic integrity of the digital archival material. Dubin, Futrelle, Plutchak, and Eke (2009) 

posit that much of this comes from the need to automate metadata given the influx of digital 

information, and divide the resulting semantic problems into three groups: “descriptive practice,” 

“encoding standards,” and “metadata schema design” (p. 597). Descriptive practice semantic 

problems arise from metadata whose meaning is vague, causing the inability to know at what 

level the data in the metadata structure describes, thus rendering the metadata confusing and 

unsuccessful (p. 597). Issues surrounding metadata encoding standards include syntax that has 

multiple meanings at odds with one another (“competing semantic relationships”) and 

information that is not properly structured (“unstructured data”) rendering the metadata 

unavailable for machine processing (pp. 597-598). The final set of semantic metadata problems 

surrounding schema design, arise from the assumptions held by the schemas, and the ambiguity 

that arises when the specific metadata values are not fully in sync with the schema‟s “basic 

ontological assumptions” (pp. 600-601). These issues compound given the need for 

interoperability between metadata schemas and repositories. 

Thus, it is challenging to ensure that digital archival materials, which are often in 

constant flux due to ongoing preservation, are associated with permanent metadata- metadata 
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that like the archival material is also in flux due to its own migration and preservation. However, 

there are various techniques and methodologies that the archivist may apply to both archival 

material and its metadata to help ensure consistent linkage and access. Additionally, these 

solutions must meet archivy‟s theoretical needs, both traditional (provenance and original order) 

and the ways in which “archival principles are transformed through technology” (Sternfeld, 

2011, p. 574), specifically the effects of the paradigm shift caused by electronic records on 

reliability and authenticity. 

Given the paradigm shift in archivy, particularly the “reassessment of the archivist‟s 

relationship to the formation and preservation of the documentary past” (Sternfeld, 2011, p. 573), 

perhaps the theoretical concept of digital preservation needs expansion and development. Kunda 

and Anderson-Wilk (2011) suggest this may be accomplished through the a model of digital 

curation, defined as “a set of interdisciplinary activities that address the growing critical need to 

more effectively create, manage, use, and add value to digital assets over time” (p. 895). They 

posit that there are two components to the successful digital curation model: digital preservation 

and community involvement. The latter of which is necessary to “facilitat[e] user understanding 

of and engagement with the digital resources” to prevent “„digital mortuaries‟ of unused 

materials that will not continue to receive sustaining support indefinitely” and to ensure that 

“user-generated digital content” has a digital preservation plan (p. 896).  

Another theoretical approach encompassing digital preservation is set forth by Sternfeld 

(2011) who argues that “archival theory, when combined with historiography and technical or 

computational standards, contributes to digital historiography, a new interdisciplinary theory 

dedicated to the construction, use, and evaluation of digital historic representations” (p. 547). He 

defines digital historiography as “the interdisciplinary study of the interaction of digital 
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technology with historical practice” (p. 550) and states that, “as a concept, digital history has 

never been stable” (p. 546). Like Kunda and Anderson-Wilk (2011), Sternfeld suggests a 

community-driven, interdisciplinary approach as a solution, with a focus on enhanced search 

interfaces and capabilities, as well as metadata. 

Archivists must continue working with technologists towards the establishment of a 

standard digital preservation technique. Perhaps the standard will be one of the current digital 

preservation techniques such as migration or emulation, but the mere act of determining a 

standard will have two positive affects. Reaching a conclusion on a standardized digital 

preservation technique forces discussion of the problems facing digital preservation and 

necessitates that they are worked through. Also, assuming archives utilize the standard, they will 

have a path towards digital preservation that is consistent among one another, easing access for 

archival materials and interoperability. 

Given that many digital preservation techniques in some respect modify the original 

digital object, the archive should always retain this object (this is true both for archival material 

that is created in a traditional or analog format as well as born digital materials). This provides 

the archive with a master original in case something happens to the modified, newer compliant 

copy. Moreover, digital preservation techniques will likely improve in the future. Thus, it is 

beneficial to retain the original digital object for a future preservation technique not yet invented. 

Given this, digital archival materials should “be preserved in the format of creation without any 

restrictions embedded in the document” (Groenewald, and Breytenbach, 2011, p. 241) and 

“making sound decisions for today that will not impede future generations from making 

whatever decisions they choose to make” (Kunda & Anderson-Wilk, 2011, p. 904). 
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Also key to digital preservation is ensuring that the archival material‟s authenticity and 

reliability is as trustworthy as it is with the original archival item. Indeed, Gilliland et al. (2005) 

state “both the provenance and the version of metadata must be clearly identified” (p. 45) as the 

accuracy of this information is critical to providing additional information about the digital 

material‟s creation, both in terms of its creator and its context. Ensuring metadata accuracy may 

be accomplished by better managing the metadata. As discussed, metadata must be fully 

accepted and recognized as a legitimate method of archival description. To accomplish this, 

“archivists must focus much more attention on what metadata are created, preserved, and used, 

when, by whom, and how” (p. 45).  Additionally, challenges presently surrounding metadata 

including standards, the amount of metadata necessary, migration, and semantics must be 

addressed, making metadata consistently interoperable and enhancing access and digital 

preservation.  

Alemu, Stevens, and Ross (2011) state “the irony is that standards themselves are in need 

of standards to make them talk [sic] each other” (p. 47). Indeed, there is already a plethora of 

metadata standards, but the problem is that different archives use various standards, both in terms 

of schema and the data used for description. Despite metadata-cross walks, this leads to 

interoperability problems amongst metadata schemes as well as diminished access. Similarly, 

there is no standard as to how much metadata is enough for each type. Indeed, “metadata […] 

need[s] to be widely accepted and implemented, and the use thereof promoted to creators of 

digital objects” (Groenewald and Breytenbach, 2011, p. 246) with widespread knowledge of 

“what metadata guidelines to use for capture, management, storage and/or preservation of digital 

objects” (p. 243). Indeed, Dubin et al. (2009) suggest that metadata automation may be a solution 

to ensuring interoperability by “detecting and mitigating preservation risks” (p. 608). 
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While there are some general guidelines as to basic metadata that should be included in 

the form of metadata schemas (e.g., Dublin Core), there is no definitive, prescriptive authority 

which defines what is sufficient versus too much data to include in the metadata description 

across all metadata schemas. While too much data may sound like an enhancement rather than a 

problem, it can actually cause interoperability issues through “the use of myriad metadata 

formats […] applied in different ways to suit local needs” (Prom, 2003, p. 201). However, this is 

not meant to advocate for fewer metadata elements as “reducing the number of metadata 

elements robs information objects of their descriptive, contextual, provenance, technical, and 

administrative information associated with these [digital] objects” (Alemu et al., 2011, p. 46). 

Instead, what is needed is to address the challenge of metadata interoperability, revising and 

improving the current techniques of “metadata derivation, application profiles, metadata-cross 

walks (metadata matching) metadata registries and the use of semantic web technologies” (p. 42) 

and inventing new methods to ensure metadata interoperability. 

Additionally, it is important to remember that the archival object and its metadata are two 

distinct entities. However, much of the needs and principles of the archival material (in terms of 

preservation and access) are also applicable to the metadata. Despite metadata being a more 

standardized format of information (versus archival materials in general), metadata preservation 

and migration can be problematic and result in data loss or inability to read and access the 

metadata. Indeed, care must be taken with metadata as it is with the original digital archival 

material to ensure that authenticity and reliability remain intact, as doing so will help to ensure 

the authenticity and reliability of the archival digital object which it describes (Gilliland et al., 

2005, pp. 44-45). 
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Technology has modified both the available formats of archival materials as well as 

archival description. In recent years the proliferation of electronic records, or digitally born 

materials which eventually become digital archival materials, instituted digital preservation 

methodologies, particularly migration. Additionally, digitization of traditional and analog 

archival materials as a measure to ensure preservation and enhance access has increased digital 

archival materials as well. Concurrently, technology altered the methods of archival description, 

with metadata now a prominent form of providing information about digital archival materials, 

addressing issues of authority, reliability and access. These technological changes have shifted 

archivy‟s theoretical paradigm, with traditional needs such as provenance and original order still 

important, but now addressed in new ways, perhaps through approaches like the theoretical 

models of digital curation and digital historiography. These models address digital preservation 

concerns, relying heavily on metadata as the archival descriptive mechanism. While promising, 

to ensure success, issues surround metadata must be addressed. These include developing and 

adhering to schema, descriptive and amount standards, ensuring metadata authenticity and 

reliability, addressing semantic concerns, and maintaining metadata as a separate digital object 

associated with the digital archival material it describes. Resolving these metadata concerns in 

addition to retaining the original archival material and developing a standardized digital 

preservation technique will allow archivists to succeed in meeting the challenges put forth by 

digital preservation. Indeed, “digital archives may be loaded with data, but they are only useful 

and meaningful when processed and understood by humans” (Kunda, and Anderson-Wilk, 2011, 

p. 910).  
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